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Executive Summary

Introduction

Incorporating information and communication technology (ICT) in the teaching-learning 

process is crucial. An Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) recognizes the learner’s behavioural 

patterns and provides a suitable response to those patterns (Beck & Stern, 1996).

MwalimuPlus Overview and Benefits

A solut ion that  integrates  teaching and technology to  help students  is 

M wal imuPlus, a human-like and economical solution that provides individualized 

learning support and adaptive learning environments. 

Here are a few of the key benefits of the MwalimuPlus ITS:

Designed with flexibility so it complements teachers and understands differ-

ent learning styles.

Guides and tutors the student with pre-test, post-test, and feedback steps.

Improves student understanding with a dynamic problem-solving environment: 

offers guidance for decisions, while maintaining a record for each student

Conclusion

MwalimuPlus is pedagogy and technology integrated, allowing teachers to 

adapt it seamlessly to the teaching-learning process. Mwalimuplus is an ef-

ficient and cost-effective solution for Kenyan teachers and students alike.
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The Teaching-Learning 
Process in the Digital Age

Incorporating information and communication technology (ICT) in the 
teaching-learning process resolves limitations, improves engagement, 
deepens knowledge acquisition, and accelerates learning, according to 
Michael Fullan in his book Stratosphere (Fullan, 2013). 

A solution that integrates teaching and technology to help students is MwalimuPlus. 

MwalimuPlus is an economical solution that provides individualized learning support and 

adaptive learning environments. This system guides and tutors the student and lets teachers 

remain in control. 

MwalimuPlus, an Intelligent Tutoring System

An Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) is an instructional procedure that recognizes the 

learner’s behavioural patterns and provides a suitable response to those patterns (Beck & 

Stern, 1996).  The MwalimuPlus ITS provides  this  suppor t  whi le  maintaining the 

human approach to education. This approach enables the educator to provide 

the students  with a  computer-based problem-solv ing environment  that  can 

model  learners’ progress,  t rack  their  k nowledge and use this  data  to  adapt 

the instruc t ional  sess ion to  their  indiv idual  needs.

With these t ypes  of  systems,  understanding learners’ d i f ferences  is  crucia l . 

The M wal imuPlus  ITS  of fers  guidance for  decis ions,  whi le  maintaining a 

record for  each student .  Our  ITS  even improves  understanding,  s imi lar  to 

the ef fec t  of  exper t  human tutors  ( VanLehn,  2011) .
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Designed with Flexibility

ITSs  are  not  only  dynamic  to  learning st y les  but  a lso  f lex ible  towards  a l l 

kinds of learning types. Researchers have developed ITSs for numerous domains.  They 

provide a  dynamic  problem-solv ing environment  for  students  to  prac t ise 

and solve quest ions  whi le  the system guides  them towards  correc t  answers.

Technology to Complement Teachers

Whi le  ITS-based technologies  are  ef fec t ive  learning ass istants,  they are  not 

meant  to  replace teachers.  Many repor ts  in  di f ferent  countr ies  indicate 

that  teachers  and teaching strategies  should remain at  the center  of  the 

educat ional  system and no technology can subst i tute  for  them (Pi l  and 

Leana,  2009) .  Success  of  any technological  tool  in  educat ion depends on 

the att i tude towards  IC T and how teachers  adapt .  M wal imuPlus  is  a  case of 

humans and technology work ing together.
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An Overview of Our Solution

Our solution for Kenyan students is an ITS tailored to Kenyan curriculum that 
provides levels of support for learners and teachers. The digital 
tutor provides numerous problem-solving opportunities for students. It 
also allows teachers to integrate the learning process with technology but 
still retain control. Mwalimuplus assist teachers by providing several 
reporting tools that can help them address concerns and set up students for 
success.

M wal imuplus  covers  mathematical  concepts  f rom Grade 1  to  Grade 8  based 

on the Kenyan 8-4-4  curr iculum.  Each grade contains  three terms and the 

system al lows parents  or  teachers  to  register  students  in  one of  the terms.

For  example,  parents  or  schools  can register  students  for  Term 2 in  Grade 

7 .  Then,  once students  log in  for  the f i rst  t ime,  the system gives  a  pre -test 

to  evaluate  the student ’s  k nowledge about  concepts  in  Term 2 of  Grade 7 . 

Quest ions  in  the pre -test  are  randomly selec ted.

When the students  solve a  problem with a  low ass istance score,  the system 

increases  the complexit y  of  the problem unt i l  the score  indicates  that  the 

students  have mastered the concept .

Measuring Learning Gains

Pre-Test and Post-Tests are used to measure learning gains. Once the pre-test is completed, 

the system selects a concept and a question for students  to  solve.  The M wal imuPlus 

system measure a student ’s per formance in solving a problem and determines 

the types of feedback messages that students get (Najar, Mitrovic, & McLaren,  2016) .
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The post-test  quest ions,  s imi lar  to  pre -test ,  are  randomly selec ted f rom 

test questions throughout the term. This way, the system can measure students’ gain  and 

provide appropr iate  repor ts  for  the teachers  and parents  who would l ike  to 

monitor  learner ’s  per formance.

Feedback

The system provides  di f ferent  levels  of  feedback messages :

Simple (positive/negative)—The lowest  level  of  ass istance;  informs learners 

whether  their  answer  was  correc t  or  not .

Error flag —Advises  students  about  the error  they made or  draw learners 

attent ion to  what  exac t ly  the problem statement  is  request ing.

Hint —M ore explanat ion is  provided to  guide the learner.

Work-out example—Provided once learners  request  an example.  Work- out 

examples  show :

A complete solution, which reveals final answers without explaining solut ions.  I t ’s 

only  avai lable  bet ween 30 to  60 seconds af ter  the learners  see a  problem 

and submits two incorrect solutions. The waiting time is randomly selected.

A procedural explanation, which explains step-by-step how students can reach the 

final answer. This figure shows a screenshot of a procedural explanation.
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Reports

The reports can assist teachers to spot strength areas in their class and identify areas that 

require more assistance. The following diagram shows a sample report that shows number 

of concepts and questions saw in a learning session.
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Parents and learners can encourage the learners to repeat a term in the system if their 

post-test is below a threshold (defined by teachers or parents).

The system automatically selects the best questions and concepts for students 

to practice, but teachers can also remain in control by defining what students should 

practice. For instance, teachers can define concepts that students should rehearse 

between two lessons. The following screenshot shows how teachers can pick concepts 

associated to the students grade based on Kenyan curriculum.
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Conclusion

Mwalimuplus is an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) designed for flexibility and 

integrated into Kenyan curriculum. The MwalimuPlus solution improves engagement, 

suppor ts  students  by providing indiv idual ized feedback messages  and 

an adaptive learning environment. It is pedagogy and technology integrated, allowing 

teachers to adapt it seamlessly to the teaching-learning process. Mwalimuplus is 

an efficient and cost-effective solution for Kenyan teachers and students alike
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